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California Department of Fish and Wildlife

What we do at CDFW

Hunting and fishing licensing and regulation

Conservation and management of wildlife and habitat

Oil spill prevention and response

Application Migration Case Study

1. Habitat Tracking and Reporting (HabiTrak) toolset to help track habitat lost 

and conserved over time due to public and private development projects.

2. Bay and Delta Region Fish survey data and fish distribution maps on the web.



HabiTrak Extension



CASE 1: Desktop Application

PREVIOUS REQUIREMENT

ArcMap 9/10.0 Extension

.NET Framework 2.0

Visual Basic

Personal Geodatabase (MS Access MDB)

CHALLENGE

Extension is replaced by Add-ins after ArcMap 10.1

Use current .NET SDK for creating Add-ins

Add-in/custom tools must be recompiled and redeployed every time .NET or 

ArcMap version changes

Continue maintenance in ArcMap?



Then Came ArcGIS Pro

PROS

ArcGIS Desktop of the future

Latest SDK follows the latest programming paradigm

Project template came with a default file geodatabase, default toolbox

Workflow simplification and customization through Tasks

CONS

No support for personal geodatabase

No use for any of the old Extension code

Not migrate but completely recreate the tools



Pro project folder & Project* Pane view in Pro

*Renamed to Catalog Pane in Pro 2.0



Default Toolbox + Tools

Toolbox to hold custom ArcPy script tools to assist the GIS work



Default Geodatabase + Tasks



Habitrak Edit Tasks



Habitrak Task Group 1 Task 2 Step 1



Data Flow

1. Clients receive a custom packaged ArcGIS Pro project 

folder that includes all the script tools set up in the new 

Pro Tasks to edit their HabiTrak Projects layer locally.

2. Submits the latest layer updates to CDFW Habitat 

Conservation Branch that reviews the data and stores 

them in our enterprise geodatabase (SDE) on SQL Sever. 

3. The agencies use an online query tool (web form) on our 

website that queries our SQL Server to generate reports 

from the data they submitted to meet compliance.



CASE 2: Web Mapping Application



Bay Delta Region Surveys and Studies

ASP web page 

with a static map 

image produced 

by a custom DLL 

that cannot be 

converted or 

replaced, and will 

not be supported 

in the new CMS of 

our external 

website.



New Map App Design





Insights for ArcGIS Infographics



SVG Pie Chart Experiment



Symbolize 2-3 Variables in One Point Graphic

Limitation of ArcGIS API

JavaScript API cannot create nice pie charts representing multiple categories 

across multiple point locations all at the same time.

JS Popup with media can only show one pie chart on one feature at a time, 

and controlling the pie chart size and colors is troublesome.

Custom SVG graphic in Simple Marker Symbol can draw one pie wedge per 

feature, but fitting multiple SVG graphics over coincident points proved 

difficult due API implementation.

Workaround

Draw the pie chart graphics per station below the map.

Use other symbology and rendering methods to represent Sex, Stage, and 

Catch multiple field values combined per query result.



Semi-transparent Circles that overlap



Ring Symbols around the same point



Bar Charts



Data Flow

1. Regional staff enters data into SQL Server

2. IT staff provides database views for ArcGIS Pro to 

process.

3. Run arcpy script that automatically 

a. Convert the non-spatial SQL views into point feature 

class and related tables into a local file geodatabase;

b. Compress the output FGDB into a zip file;

c. Publishes the FGDB zip file as a hosted feature 

service on ArcGIS Online to be consumed by the 

JSAPI web app (overwrites old data).



NEXT

HabiTrak (Habitat Tracking and Reporting)

Create a master Projects feature layer that includes all Project areas from all 

agencies and make it an editable hosted feature layer online.

Bay Delta Fish Distribution Maps

Explore server-side API to generate pie chart as images to use in picture 

marker symbol on the point features over the map.

Explore other means of mashing up the enterprise data with web mapping API

Migrate entirely to the Cloud?



Thank You!
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Contacts and Links

Dean.Chiang@wildlife.ca.gov, Biogeographic Data Branch, GIS Unit 

(https://www.wildlife.ca.gov/Explore/Organization/BDB )

CDFW Bay Delta Region (https://www.wildlife.ca.gov/Regions/3 )

CDFW HabiTrak Program (https://nrm.dfg.ca.gov/habitrak/ )
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